Has there been scientific evidence pointing to differences between eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)?
There are biological differences between EPA and DHA. In vitro, in vivo, and clinical studies have reported
numerous differences in the biological effects of EPA and DHA. For example, EPA has different tissue
distribution, different transcriptional, antioxidant, and membrane-stabilizing effects compared to DHA or
omega-3 fatty acid mixtures containing DHA.
The anti-inflammatory mechanisms of action may be different for EPA vs DHA as elucidated by data
presented at the American College of Cardiology medical congress by Stephen Nicholls, MD and published
in the European Medical Journal as a recap and in the Journal of the American College of Cardiology as an
abstract.1,2 Dr. Nicholls and colleagues studied the anti-inflammatory actions of EPA as compared to DHA
in animals and cell cultures.2
•
•
•

The results showed that high-dose EPA delivered to endothelial cells in culture reduced the TNFinduced acute vascular inflammation and had significantly greater effects compared with both
DHA and standard fish oil dietary supplement.
In mice, EPA, but not DHA, reduced the protein expression of markers of acute vascular
inflammation in a manner that was independent of cholesterol and triglycerides.
In another study in mice, EPA significantly reduced the gene expression of two markers of vascular
inflammation (IL-1β and TNF-α; p<0.05), compared with the group without treatment.
Furthermore, blood EPA concentrations correlated inversely with the gene expression of these
markers (IL-1β: p=0.009, r=-0.63; TNF-α: p=0.04, r=-0.5). DHA did not significantly reduce the gene
expression of these markers.

In addition, imaging studies suggest differences between EPA and omega-3 mixtures containing DHA as
seen in the HEARTS (LOVAZA®) study where the primary plaque endpoint was not met in contrast with
the EVAPORATE (VASCEPA®) study where the primary plaque endpoint was met; and differences in the
epicardial fat data measured by coronary CT angiography (CCTA) in the HEARTS study compared with a
Japanese CCTA study with EPA studying epicardial fat via CT.3,4,5,6 The evidence suggests that DHA may
raise the level of “bad” LDL cholesterol, with unclear biological impacts.7,8
In cardiovascular outcomes studies, the study of pure and stable EPA has demonstrated significant clinical
benefit in lowering cardiovascular risk (see discussion of the REDUCE-IT® study elsewhere on this website)
while cardiovascular outcomes studies of products which contain DHA have repeatedly failed to
demonstrate cardiovascular benefit (see discussion of VITAL, ASCEND, STRENGTH and meta-analysis
discussed elsewhere on this website).
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